Zero Radius Pack Cylinder

For Side loaders

- Patented optimized M2 tool steel positive contact shaver
- Nitration provides the best protection against corrosion and abrasion
- Improved gland design
- PEL-T bushings on both ends of the cylinder
- Low co-efficient of friction

Nitrided Telescopic Cylinder Design

ZR (22/24YD) Part Number: 1489240
ZR (24/26YD) Part Number: 1489242
ZR (28/31YD) Part Number: 1489244

UP TO 2 YEAR WARRANTY

Offered Exclusively through Street Smart Parts and Service. Available through all McNeilus branch locations. BUY ONCE. BUY RIGHT. BUY SMART.

1-888-MTM-PART . 1-888-686-7278
MA/Auto Reach Pack Cylinder
For Side loaders

- Patented optimized M2 tool steel positive contact shaver
- Improved gland design
- Nitration provides the best protection against corrosion and abrasion
- Conical bushing on both ends of the cylinder
- Tighter tolerance for better sideload support
- Low co-efficient of friction

Nitrided Rod Cylinder Design

AVAILABLE FOR
MA Part Number: 1332292
1st Generation Autoreach
PN: 1507312
2nd Generation Autoreach
PN: 1507314
Heil, Curbtender

UP TO 2 YEAR WARRANTY

Offered Exclusively through Street Smart Parts and Service.
Available through all McNeilus branch locations. BUY ONCE. BUY RIGHT. BUY SMART.

1-888-MTM-PART . 1-888-686-7278